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Clues 5-7 For The Curious  
By Paul Johnson 

Clue #5 – Laws 
 
We’ve got four clues so far! Remember them all – want a quiz? (I’ll list them at the bottom, k…) 
#1__________, #2__________  #3__________, #4__________ 
I hope you’re starting to say, Yes, the clues show me there’s a God, and, yes, I must do something 
about him! Here’s the next clue. 
 
Clue #5: Laws 
How come there’s laws all around us? Where did they come from? That’s what we spiritual detectives 
are going to investigate.  Let’s say we’re out driving and as usual, I’m speeding.  You might frown at 
me. Slow down! You’re breaking the law. 

 
But I answer, What law? There’s no law. I can go as fast as I want. You look out the car 
window.  See that sign?  That’s the law.  That sign’s just numbers, I say. It’s graffiti. It 
doesn’t mean anything!  But if I’m not careful, I’ll soon find out the sign does mean 
something! And you’ll be smiling, not frowning. (When the policeman pulls me over, that 
is!) I told you so!  

 
But I tell the policeman, What law? There’s no laws. He’ll point at the sign and say, Can’t you read, 
you idiot? That’s the law!  A detective would ask a logical question.  OK, there’s a speed sign – it’s the 
law.  Who made the law?  Easy answer: the government made it. If I break the speed limit, I’m in big 
trouble! 
 

There’s more than speeding laws in our world. There’s laws in nature.  Lots 
of them.  Like the T-shirt says...  Gravity – that’s a law in nature. Things fall 
down, not up – that’s a good way to describe gravity. (Well, to be more 
accurate it’s the force that pulls things together).  Gravity affects everything 
in the universe. It affects us when we trip on the stairs (we only tumble down, 
not up). It affects the rain. (we call it rainfall for a reason J.) 
 
The moon get affected too. Gravity keeps it 
circling the earth.  Just like the speeding law, I 

can’t ignore the gravity-law. If I don’t obey it, I’ll get in big trouble. (Can you 
think of an example?) 
 
A detective asks, Hmmm, this law of gravity.  Where did it come from?  
Governments make speeding-laws. Who made the law of gravity?  There’s laws with people too. 
These laws are true – we know it deep inside – and we should obey them. Can you think of any?  
Here’s one: is it ever right to torture a little baby?   No!  Never. 
 
Imagine we took a trip around the world.  We stopped in lots of countries and interviewed people.  We 
asked everyone, Do you torture babies for fun around here? What would they answer?  They’d stare 
at us and say, Are you nuts? That’s so sick! So wrong!   How come?  We spiritual detectives ask a 
logical question, We know it’s wrong to torture a child. But who made the law that it’s wrong? 
 



Or this. Is it ever right to tie someone up, stab them, pull out their heart and 
sacrifice them to the gods?  No! Never.  Some cultures did this – like the 
Aztecs, in the diagram. But we know it’s not right. It’s wrong to kill someone 
for the god.  Torturing babies.  Killing people for a god-sacrifice. They’re both 
wrong. Someone must have made a law, Don’t do this. Who?  There’s other 
laws in relationships we have with others. Let’s say you and I are related– 
we’re identical twins.   (I know we can’t be identical! J) 
 
Still… let’s change my name to Wayne and pretend. Ready for the bad 
news? Mom and Dad love me lots, but not you! L Mom bought you clothes, 

sure, but got me tons more – designer ones!  Dad gave you $20 to spend for yourself. That made you 
happy. Happy, that is, until you learn he gave me… guess! $200.  What’s your reaction?  Can I 
guess? It’s not fair, Wayne!!! You’re just like me.  How come you get treated better? 
 
The detective asks, Where’s this “fair” idea coming from?  This “law” against spoiling one child... who 
made that law?  Same with cheating. You and I write the same exam in university, a really hard one. 
Calculus – that’s hard! We both study the same amount. But I cheat and get 99%.  You don’t cheat.  
When you get your exam back, you see a big fat 54%.  (it’s a really hard exam, remember!)  Will you 
complain? Yes! It’s not fair, Dr. Smith! My brother Wayne cheated! 
 
A spiritual detective, listening in on the conversation, says, Hmmm. Fair? Where’s this “fair” idea 
come from?  Is there a law against cheating? Who made that law? 
 
Clue #5 says, we live in a universe of laws. Physical laws, like gravity. Laws for humans, like no-
cheating. Where there’s a law, there’s a law-maker.  Here’s what Christians say: That Law-maker is 
God. God made the physical laws like gravity (and lots of others – magnetism, for instance). God 
made relationship laws, like don’t spoil one twin, and don’t cheat – lots more too… 
 

God’s the Law-maker. We’re supposed to be the law-keepers. We should 
obey his laws or else… or else we’re in big trouble.  Now for the hard 
question. Detectives ask hard questions when they investigate clues. 
When I broke the speeding law, what happens? Big trouble!  I get to meet 
the police.  What happens when I break the gravity law? Big trouble!  Like 
the sign shows, I meet the fish. 
 
Here’s our hard question.  If I break God’s laws, what happens? Any ideas? 
It’s a really important to find that answer. As spiritual detectives we’re 

learning there’s a real God, and he’s the Law-maker.  And If I break his laws, I’m in big trouble. 
At church we help people understand this. How much trouble we’re in. And how to get out of trouble, 
because of Jesus. How to get God’s love, instead. Hopefully, we can help you too! 
 
PS: the four clues so far are: 

1st Clue   Design.  
2nd Clue Information.  
3rd Clue  Beauty. 
4th Clue  Complexity. And… 
5th Clue Laws 

 
 



Clue #6: Fine-tuning 
 
We’ve had a number of Clues, to help us answer the question, is there a God? Design. Information. 
Ones like that. We’re gathering clues like a detective, then assembling them to find an answer.  
Here’s another. Fine-tuning. How come everything’s precisely tuned so humans can live on this 
planet? 
 

Before we go detecting, let’s review how fine-tuning works around us. Take an air 
conditioner. It’s not complicated, just two dials.  Still, the dials must be set in the 
right combination.  It’s no good turning the Cooler-Warmer 
dial if the other dial is Off.  An air conditioner needs tuning, 
but it’s not difficult.  A sound board isn’t so simple. To get 

good sound for a concert, someone must do the adjustments.  Without fine-
tuning, the mics might squeal. The bass might boom.  It really takes skill to adjust 
everything.  Every dial on a sound board has a function.  Each must be in the 
right position.  Twisting and turning them... that’s the job of a good sound man. 
Sometimes they’re called engineers, they’re so professional.   Fine-tuning a 

sound board can be very complicated. 
How about this instrument, something from NASA.  Maybe it’s 
used in the Space Shuttle... I don’t really know.  Imagine trying to adjust it.   We 
couldn’t, not without a manual.  It’s got too many dials and knobs and slides and plug-
ins.   What’s the correct settings? Beats me.  These are reminders that fine-tuning is 
part of our daily life.  Like cars. They need tune ups to run well.   The different systems 
(electrical, tires, gas, engine, fuel) must work together.  If one’s out of adjustment, the 
car won’t work.   You can have lots of gas, but if a tire goes flat, you won’t go 

anywhere.   It doesn’t take a smart detective to know that! 
 
Fine-tuning also applies to our body.  Different systems (ten in the diagram) 
all work together.  It’s called homeostasis, to use a fancy word.  For 
instance, let’s say we go walking outside. If the temperature around us 
changes by 0.5°C, immediately our body systems start adjusting, to 
maintain the 37.0°C level a healthy body needs. It’s really amazing! 
 
We’re complicated beings.  Especially women are! (That’s meant to be a 
joke...)  If one system gets out of whack, everything’s affected.  Like 
digestion. If it’s working, you don’t even notice.  But if it isn’t working... it’s all 
you do notice!  Cramps, vomiting. Such a mess! So painful! Our body needs precise balancing for us 
to survive. 
 
How does fine-tuning help us realize there’s a God?  Let’s find out.  Scientists have discovered that 
the universe is precisely tuned, so humans can exist. Exquisitely tuned!  A detective asks, how come 
it’s like this? And who tuned it?  For instance, at least 15 constants must work together for life to exist 
on earth.  Like the force of gravity.  The strong nuclear force and the weak nuclear force.  We’re 
talking physics now, right!   All these must be calibrated exactly – fine-tuned – for us to 
survive.  One scientist said, if any one of these [15] constants was off by even one 
part in a million, or in some cases, by one part in a million million, the universe could 
not have actually come to the point where we see it. Matter would not have been able 
to coalesce, there would have been no galaxy, stars, planets or people. Hmmm... how 
come? 



 
Scientists say fine-tuning began when the universe first started.  All the forces 
producing the Big Bang had to be accurate to one part in 1060, way back then, 
for life to be possible right now. 1060!  Don’t feel badly if you don’t understand 
this.   Neither do I.  No one does.  But as detectives we can say, it’s impossible 
to get that precise by accident.  One scientist described it like this:   Imagine a 
marksman with a rifle shooting a bullet at a target. A 2.5 cm target.  On the other 

side of the universe! (That’s 20 billion light years away).  And hitting it!  Wow! That’s how accurate all 
these factors had to be, for life to exist.  
 
One thing for sure. It’s not going to happen by accident. Remember we said at least 15 constants 

must be tuned together?   Some scientists say no, not 15.  More like 30. Or 34.  
Wow!  Even our planet is fine-tuned to support life.  The distance from the sun 
is precise, so we’re not too hot or too cold. We’re just right.  The exact tilt of the 
earth (23.45°) is necessary to balance hot and cold seasons.  We couldn’t live 
on earth otherwise.  Our planet needs water for us to survive, but just the right 
amount.   And an atmosphere with the right combination of nitrogen (78%), 

oxygen (21%) and argon and CO2.  Otherwise we couldn’t breathe.  It needed lots more factors, for us 
to live (even the size of the moon is important!) All of them in precise balance. 
 
Ok, we can add this as another Clue.   The universe is fine-tuned so we can be alive. The earth is too.  
It can’t be an accident. Someone did it.  And keeps it in tune now. What are we going to do with it? 

We scratch our heads as detectives. Who did this! What technician keeps everything 
adjusted now?  Christians say, God. The fine-tuning Clue shows that God exists. A 
Technician-God who’s so incredibly skilled, he can micro-manage everything. It shows us 
something else. Can you guess?  We’re so special, the whole universe is tailor-made for 
you and me! Really! That’s worth saying Wow! again.  Have you ever had that thought 
before? How special you must be? To God, you’re unique. He designed a universe and a 
planet so you could be alive. You! (Me too!) And search for him. 

 
It can make us a little uncomfortable, all this being special. Maybe we thought we’d just go through life 
unnoticed. If there’s a God, he’s busy doing something. He won’t pay any attention 
to us.  He will!  If the universe was made for us, then... he’s paying attention! 
Hmmm... I wonder why. 
 
Well, more Clues to come. Hope you’re enjoying being a detective! 
 
 
Clue #7: Word 

I’m hope you’re still interested in these clues to find out about God. You must 
make a decision to be a spiritual detective. It’s using your smarts – you’ve got 
lots! – to figure out,  Is there really a God? If so, what’s he like? 
 
Some of our clues have helped you answer the first question. The question, Is 
there a God? But the second one, What’s this God like?... We haven’t 
answered that yet. Let’s do some detecting about it in this email. 
 
Maybe we should review, so we remember what’s come before. We listed 

clues to see if they showed there’s a God. 



 
Like design around us – fingerprints, for instance. It points to a Designer.  Remember we asked, 
does the Designer have a design, a plan for my life?  And the tons of information packed into the 
designs, like in DNA. It made us wonder, who put the information there? Is it a Person? Is he 
connecting with me?  We looked at the beauty clue, beauty in a rose, in my baby grand-daughter. 
We asked, does this point to an Artist? Could it be, I’m his masterpiece?  And we examined 
complexity and laws… lots of clues! I hope it’s made you decide something,  Yes, I’m pretty well 
convinced. There’s a God. 
 
Let’s say God is already communicating to us in two ways. In the world around us, his 
creation – that would be one way.  And in our conscience within us (remember we 
talked about laws we know are wrong, like torturing babies?). That would be another. 
There’s a third way God communicates. Can we find a pattern? 
 
I ask you, if there’s a God, would he contact us? If he’s talking to us, how’s he doing it? And you ask, 
How would we answer him if he’s talking? We could chat about this. What kind of God is he?  Do I 
need to do anything about him? 
 
Our Clue #7 will help figure this out. It’s Word. God uses words to communicate with us to show he’s 
real.  First, a question: how do people communicate with each other? Any guesses? Lots of ways. 
Gestures, for sure.  We point. We shrug our shoulders. And smile or frown. 

We wink. (but don’t at strangers, right! L)  Hugs – that’s another way (but with a tiger? 
Crazy!!!)  All these are ways to communicate, but they’re limited. Mostly what do we do? 
We speak to each other. 
 
When we communicate, we use words. Lots of words. Hundreds in a day, if we’re a man. 
Thousands, if we’re a woman (sorry, couldn’t resist! J). 
 It’ll take words to get to know you, won’t it. Words you say 

to me. Words you write that I read.  Imagine if you gave me your 
journal to read. It’s packed with all your activities, your deepest 
thoughts, your loves and hates, your relationships. You wrote it all 
down, then handed it to me with this note: If you want to get to know 
me, read this! 
 
If I read your journal, I’d really know you. Really, really know you, if you wrote down everything about 
yourself.  Christians say that’s what the Bible is. It’s God’s Journal – let’s call it that. His inner 
thoughts, what God’s like. What he thinks about us, about the universe he created.  The Bible is 
sometimes called God’s Word. Could it be another way to communicate with us? Christians say, 
Yes! 
 
The Bible’s full of history stories and songs (called Psalms), and wise sayings (Proverbs). It teaches 
us what God is like, this God we spiritual detectives are searching for.  He’s incredibly kind, and 
loving. He really loves you – that’s why he made you!  And we discover more. Like, why’s the world in 
such a mess?  Why are we all far from him, and can’t find him? 
 
The Bible helps us understand that this isn’t the world God picked for us.  It’s the world we picked for 
ourselves, full of fighting and abuse and hate and cruelty.  Best of all, in the Bible we discover that 
God has a plan to bring us back to himself (through his Son, Jesus…). 



 
What’s this God like, that we’ve been detecting? The first 
sentence of the Bible already gives us lots of insights: In the 
beginning God created the heavens and the earth. (Genesis 1.1) 
We discover that this universe had a beginning. And God must 
have existed before everything started – that means he’s eternal. 
 
Another insight: God must be a Person, because he’s a creator. 
You need a mind to create (rocks don’t do much creating, right… 

not at all).  And this: if God made everything, he must be fabulously creative (and incredibly smart!). 
Btw, this helps us recognize something important: he made us too.  Why did he? Hmmm… a good 
detective question! 
 
For Clue #7 we can say,  

God gave us his Journal, the Bible, to show us who he is. 
It helps us understand him, and understand ourselves. 
We get to know him through his Word, the Bible. 

 
That’s why Christians act as spiritual detectives by examining the Bible. They search through this 
clue, the Bible, and all the other clues fit together. The Bible changes their lives as they get to know 
God. It changed my life too!  I’ll help you explore this clue called Word, the Bible, if you want. I want 
you to get to know this God, more, and open your heart to him.. In the next clue, we’ll find out what we 
can learn from the Bible, who God is. Then we’ll examine the clue that pulls everything else together: 
Jesus. 
 
Hope this 7th Clue helps.  Any questions? 
 


